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Great Panther posts strong operating results
despite rough metal price declines
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Despite a difficult start to the year, Great Panther Silver (TSE:GPR) (NYSE
MKT:GPL) reported a strong finish in 2014, reflecting the start of production at
the company's San Ignacio satellite mine in Mexico as well as new high grade
discoveries.
The San Ignacio mine, which started operations last year, is part of Great
Panther's Guanajuato mine complex (GMC), which also includes the
Guanajuato mine. San Ignacio's ore is trucked 22 km to the company's Cata
processing plant at the complex.
"We brought the San Ignacio Mine into production, discovered new high grade
silver-gold mineralization there, and increased the overall resource base at the
Guanajuato Mine Complex," said president and chief executive officer Robert
Archer.
"I would also like to congratulate our entire team on their ongoing efforts to
improve efficiencies and grade control. These efforts translated into a modest
reduction in our cash cost year-over-year, although we still have work to do in
this regard," he added.
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Company Synopsis:

In the fourth quarter, the company achieved record quarterly metal production
of 911,048 silver equivalent ounces, a 19 percent year-over-year increase, as
silver output rose 13 percent and gold production grew 24 percent.

Great Panther Mining Limited is an
intermediate gold and silver mining and
exploration company listed on the Toronto
Stock Exchange trading under the symbol
GPR, and on the NYSE American under the
symbol GPL. Great Panther operates three
mines including the Tucano Gold Mine in
Amapá State,&nbsp;Brazil, and two primary
silver
mines
in&nbsp;Mexico:
the
Guanajuato Mine Complex and the Topia
Mine.

Great Panther, which reports in Canadian currency, said net loss was $26.9
million for the three month period, compared to a net loss of $7.4 million in the
prior year quarter. Revenue declined 10 percent to $14.2 million, reflecting the
significantly lower average metal prices, the company said.
The latest financials also include a pre-tax non-cash impairment charge of
$11.7 million, on account of the drop in metal prices and a reduction in its
forecasts.
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Cash from operating activities, before changes in non-cash working capital,
was negative $1.3 million. Great Panther said margins and cash flow last year
were hurt by a 20 percent decline in the average silver price compared to 2013,
and a 10 percent fall in the gold price.
The drop in gold prices also reduced by-product credits, and lessened the year-over-year reduction in cash costs. Still,
cash cost per silver payable ounce decreased 5 percent to US$12.78, while all-in sustaining costs dropped 16 percent
to US$22.07 an ounce in 2014.
For the year, the company posted record metal production of 3.19 million silver equivalent ounces, a 12 percent rise
from 2013. Throughput climbed 18 percent, with Great Panther citing the start-up of the San Ignacio mine in June as
the primary contributor of growth.
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Looking ahead, Great Panther said production at San Ignacio is expected to increase this year as the focus shifts to the
new high grade and thicker vein zones to the south of 2014 workings. It is also looking to improve grades at the main
Guanajuato mines and its second operating Topia mine, all of which is expected to deliver between 3.5 to 3.6 million
silver equivalent ounces in 2015.
All-in costs are expected in the range of US$18.50 to US$19.85 an ounce this year. The precious metals producer has
the flexibility to react to lower metal prices, it said, as its mines have multiple operating areas with varying grade and
cost profiles.
The company also had cash and equivalents of $18.0 million at year-end 2014, net working capital of $32.9 million, and
no debt, better positioning it to face volatility in metal prices.
Great Panther recently agreed to buy Cangold Limited (CVE:CLD) in a C$1.7 million all-share deal, which will expand
the precious metal producer's asset base in Mexico, and add a new project in Canada's Red Lake district.
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No investment advice
The Company is a publisher. You understand and agree that no content published on the Site constitutes a recommendation that any particular security,
portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person. You understand that the Content on the Site is
provided for information purposes only, and none of the information contained on the Site constitutes an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell a
security. You understand that the Company receives either monetary or securities compensation for our services. We stand to benefit from any volume which
any Content on the Site may generate.
You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential, advisability,
value, suitability or profitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including Company-related
products, and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that
contributors may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases
where the position is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand and
agree that at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written about. You understand that price
and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither such data nor such
calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be
selective, may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published
information and data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
The Site does not, and is not intended to, provide investment, tax, accounting, legal or insurance advice, and is not and should not be construed as
providing any of the foregoing. You should consult an attorney or other relevant professional regarding your specific legal, tax, investment or other needs as
tailored to your specific situation.
In exchange for publishing services rendered by the Company on behalf of Great Panther Mining Limited named herein, including the promotion by the
Company of Great Panther Mining Limited in any Content on the Site, the Company receives from said issuer annual aggregate cash compensation in the
amount
up
to
Twenty
Five
Thousand
dollars
($25,000).
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